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ABSTRACT
Workers have found that a split-filter mask made by
consecutive exposures through red, green, and blue filters
provides better color correction than a mask exposed through
a single filter. Nevertheless, split-filter masking has
never been adopted in the direct screen separation method.
This may be due to the difficulty of determining the opti
mum red: green: blue split-filter exposures. This thesis ad
dresses the problem of determining the optimum split-filter
ratios needed to expose masks for the direct screen sepa
ration method.
Optimum exposure ratios were determined with the as
sistance of a digital computer by systematically trying out
231 different combinations of red, green, and blue exposures
using a mathematical model for calculating the effect of
split-filter exposures. The computer analysis also provided
the required curve shape of the split-filter mask for each
separation.
It was found that a red-blue split-filter mask and a
red-green split-filter mask are sufficient for the green
and blue separations respectively. For the red separation,
a red-green-blue, three-filter split
mask provides improved
color correction. The analysis showed that there was
considerable latitude in the ratios of the split-filter ex-
posures. For example, a 15 percent difference in red expo-
sure in making the mask for the red separation can still
yield equally good results. The mask for the red separation
was found to have the highest contrast of all the three
masks.
Abstract approved:~ ~~ , thesis advisor
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Reasons for color correction
Since this thesis deals with color-correction masking,
it is useful to understand why masking is needed. If such
masking is not used, the colors in the reproduction will
appear to be too dark, dull, desaturated, or distorted in
hue. For example, blues and greens will be too dark and reds
and oranges will be too pale. Similarly, blues will become
too purple, greens too blue, and reds too orange. It is
generally considered that the unwanted spectral absorptions
of the available process inks cyan, magenta, and yellow
are the principal reasons for causing the "false repro
duction"
.
The spectral reflectance curves of the available inks
and the ideal inks are shown in Figure 1. Ideally, each ink
should completely reflect two-thirds of the visible spectrum
and completely absorb the light of
the other one-third
(shown as a dotted line). For typical inks, however, only
the yellow comes close to the ideal. Magenta inks reflect
red light reasonably well but are very poor in reflecting
blue. They also reflect some green which they
should not.
Cyan inks are the worst offender because they absorb some
2
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for ideal and actual cyan,
magenta, and yellow inks.
Dotted and solid lines
represent ideal and actual
curves respectively.
Table 1
Complementary filter density comparison of ideal
and actual cyan, magenta, and yellow inkso
Filter Red filter Green filter Blue filter













A comparison of complementary filter densities of actual
and ideal ink sets demonstrates the need for color cor
rection. This is shown in Table 1. As can be seen, the
actual ink set contains green and blue densities for cyan
inks, red and blue densities for magenta inks, and red and
green densities for yellow inks. In the ideal ink set,
these densities are equal to zero. Hence, these densities




If the three actual process inks and their combinations
are used for both the original and the reproduction color
ants, an accurate reproduction would be achievable by mask
ing. This condition is referred to by John A. C. Yule as
4 . ...
duplicating. A more precise definition for the term
duplication is a color reproduction system in which the
three basic colorants of the original have the same spectral
characteristics as the three basic colorants used in the
5 . .
reproduction. However, graphic arts reproduction is not a
duplication system since the spectral characteristics of the
dyes used in the original (transparencies or color prints)
and the pigments used in the printing inks do not match.
Nevertheless, ink color patches, which are printed with
the three process inks, can be placed along with the origi-
7
nal to be reproduced together. The reproduction can be
evaluated by examining these 'color-control' patches. This
is similar to the duplication condition. Thus, the repro
duction analysis is much simplified. The advantage is that
the 'color-control* patches provide a guide for establishing
Q
the mask characteristics. The accuracy of such a control
method depends upon how closely the ink patches represent
the actual original being reproduced. The gray-scale is also
important when masking is applied, since the major effect of
masking is to change the relationship between a given color
9
and the gray scale in the reproduction. The foregoing
approach is based upon an assumption that if both ink color
patches and gray scale are accurately reproduced, then the
most other colors of the original also will be satisfactorily
reproduced.
Effective Actinic Density
. . . In order to determine quantitatively the
mask characteristics which are needed, it is neces
sary to determine how the various
ink patches are
recorded in the color-separation negatives. The:
information needed is the so called "actinic densi
ty"
of each color patch which can best be explained
by a numerical value.
The actinic density of a color patch is equal to the
visual density of a non-selective gray patch in the original
which photographs like the color patch. The actinic density




Actinic density can be determined in four steps. First,
an ink color patch and a gray scale are photographed through
a selected filter. Second, the film density (or dot area if
a contact screen is used) of the color patch and the gray
scale are measured. Third, the gray-scale-step which has the
same density (or dot area) as the color patch on the film
record is located and finally, the density of the original
gray-scale-step corresponding to the color patch is
measured. This density value is the actinic density of the
color patch.
Actinic density, thus, indicates how dark the color
patch appears to a photographic film through a given filter.
It is a more accurate measurement than direct densitometer
readings since the spectral sensitivity of the film and
color filter are both taken into account. Since the term
"actinic
density" is synonymous with "printing density", it
can be used in curve shape plotting (vs. film density) for
13
photographic material response.
Since actinic density is determined through filter and
camera lens, the amount of flare present in the system may
14
affect the accuracy of determination. This thesis therefore
coins the phrase Effective Actinic Density(EAD) , where EAD
is actinic density which has been corrected for flare.
It is important to note here that for this study two
types of EAD's of the
RIT/GARC Color Separation Guide are
used. One set is the EAD with pan masking film and the other
is the EAD with pan lith films. The former EAD's are used
in the split-filter-exposure-simulation equation and the
latter are used to derive Required Mask Densities
(RMD'
s) .
The determination of the two types of EAD for each ink color
patch is included in Appendix A. Since this study is based
upon the duplication theory, the author utilizes a RIT/GARC
*
Color Separation Guide that contains several solid ink
color patches and a gray scale to judge the required color
correction. These ink color patches are evaluated in terms
of EAD's and mask film densities.




. process colors yellow, magenta, cyan,
and black;
.
two-color overprints making red, green, and blue;
a three-color
overprint yellow, magenta, and cyan;
. a four-color
overprint.
Each color is printed solid and in
three tints; light,




magenta, yellow, red, green,
blue, and the three-color
overprint aere used in the study.
A sample of the RIT/GARC
Color Separation Guide appears
on page 106 (Appendix E)
II. DIRECT-SCREEN SEPARATION MASKING
A brief review of how masking is accomplished by direct
-
screen separation is necessary to insure the efficient pre
sentation of this thesis. Therefore, a typical procedure of
masking and separation for reflection copy is shown in the
15
















Diagram of the steps in the
direct-screen separation
for reflection copy.
Step #1 The mask is made directly from the reflection copy
by exposing through a given single filter.
Step #2 The complete mask is then placed over a contact
screen, which is over the halftone film on the
camera back. The halftone separation negative is
made by exposing through a filter and contact
screen.
In this system, light from the original passes through
the mask before reaching the color separation negative. The
final effect of color correction is similar to placing the
mask directly over the original. As a result, the function
of the mask is literally to
'modify'
the actinic density of
the original color. This concept must be kept in mind when
one attempts to derive the required mask density.
A single filter exposure is usually recommended for
making this mask, but in the indirect separation method for
reflection copy, Kodak suggests using two-filter
split-
17
filter exposures to create a desired mask. Since
split-
filter exposures will be used in this thesis, it is valuable
to explore the subject of the split-filter mask in more
detail .
III. SPLIT -FILTER MASK
Instead of using a single filter to expose the mask
film, the split-filter mask is made by exposing the mask
film through a number of filters in succession. Two previous
researchers have reproted the purpose and the effect of
using split-filter exposure to make a mask. Pollak (1961)
stated:
The purpose of such procedures (split-filter
exposures) would, in effect, be to alter the
densities (EAD's) in the color original so that
the resulting densities in the photographic
record (mask film densities) are in line with
requirements .
Yule (1967) pointed out that a mask may be exposed through
19
two filters to simulate the effect of two masks.
As mentioned earlier, a two-filter split-filter mask
exposure has been recommended by Kodak. However, the exact
ratios for the two exposures must be determined through
trial and error by a camera operator. In addition, changing
filters during film exposure involves more steps and, conse
quently, makes the development of a suitable split-filter
mask very time-consuming.
On the other hand, a definite advantage of using a
split-filter mask is that it allows wider control of actinic
densities (EAD's) of colors in the original relative to the
10
20
density of grays. In other words, better color correction
can be attained by split-filter masking.
Preliminary Investigation
A preliminary investigation was conducted to determine
how effective split-filter exposures are in changing the
actinic densities of the color patches. For the sake of
simplicity, two-filter (red-green) split-filter exposures
are used in this investigation. In addition, because it is
assumed that there is no flare present, actinic density is
used instead of EAD. In this experiment, each of six masks
were exposed using different ratios of red and green filters.
The resulting actinic densities of the seven color patches
are listed in Table 2. They are then plotted in Figure 3.
Figure 3 shows that very large changes in actinic densi
ty can be achieved (such as cyan, magenta, and red) simply
by changing the proportion of red to green split-filter
exposures. Interestingly, the actinic densities of the
yellow and blue patches change the least. This suggests
that the actinic densities of these two patches might also
be modified if a split-filter blue exposure were used along
with the red and green split exposures. It is for this
reason three split-filter exposures red, green, and blue
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Objectives
The essence of color correction masking is to correctly
change the effective actinic densities of the color patches.
Since the key to correctly changing the effective actinic
densities is to find the proper r:g:b split-filter exposures,
the first objective is to determine the optimum split-filter
exposure ratios (red: green: blue) for creating a desired mask.
The second objective is to define the curve shape of the
optimum split-filter mask in each separation. The determi
nation for the optimum split-filter exposure ratios can be
accomplished in two ways: trial-and-error experimentation
or theoretical calculation. It is often frustrating and
time-consuming to run trial-and-error experimentation, but
the theoretical calculation may require undesirable and
tedious computation work. Fortunately, since digital com
puters are now available to perform the calculations, both
objectives were carried out with the help of a computer.
The equation used in
"simulating"
the effect of split-filter
exposure is described next.
Calculation of the effect of the
split-filter exposures
A literature review of the subject reveals an equation
for calculating the effect
of split-filter exposures. Both
91 2? .
Pollak and Yule gave a similar equation to calculate
14
the resulting EAD of a color patch. In order to use this
equation, the single-filter EAD of a color patch must be
experimentally determined for a given masking film (see
Appendix A). The EAD, determined through single-filter






Yule mentioned that reciprocity failure can affect the
23
accuracy of calculations. Neither Yule nor Pollak, however,
have modified their original equations to account for reci
procity failure. For more precise
"simulation"
of split-
filter exposures, the equation must incorporate a correcting
factor for reciprocity failure. Hence, an improved equation
was derived for this project and is given below for the case
of three consecutive exposures through red, green, and blue
separation filters. Each term in the equation is weighted
by its fractional exposure. The derivation of this equation
is contained in Appendix B.
*1 EAR=10
EAD
*2 Failure of reciprocity law describes the phenomenon
that the sensitivity of a photographic emulsion may
vary with the
changes in the illumination level and
the exposure time.
15






where D = resulting EAD of a color patch;
r,g,and b = the fractions of the exposure given
to the split-filter mask through




= EAR of the color patch through red,
green, and blue filters respectively;
*
f = the correction factor for the
reciprocity failure of the masking
film used.
This equation can be used to calculate accurately the
EAD ' s of color patches for any given split-filter exposure
ratios. Since changing the EAD's of the color patches will
affect the density recordings on the mask film, one must
now determine the film densities required for the mask. For
this theoretical study ; it is necessary to seek a method to
derive the required densities on masking film.
* DuPont referred to reciprocity quotient as "Q
factor"
which is actually the same as
"f"
in equation (1).
Moreover, DuPont reveals that CRONAR continuous tone film
has Q factor 1.3. Therefore, rather than running a
tedious experiment testing reciprocity failure, it was
suggested that this value be taken as an approximation
for the value of
"f".25
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IV. DERIVING THE REQUIRED MASK DENSITIES
For each color separation (or "printer"), solid ink
color patches are divided into two groups wanted, and un
wanted colors. The wanted colors for a given "printer" are
those patches in the original that need to have colorant
supplied by that printer. For example, the yellow printer
must supply yellow to reproduce those patches in the origi
nal that contained yellow, that is, the yellow(Y) , green(CY),
red(MY) , and the three-color overprint ( CMY) patches. These
are the wanted colors for the printer. Moreover, these
wanted colors should photograph like the so-called
"black"
patch, that is, the same amount of colorant from that
"printer"
should print in the color patches as in the
"black"
patch. Therefore, they should all posses equal blue filter
densities with the
"black"
patch. For the color patches in
the yellow printer that require no yellow colorant to repro
duce them, cyan(C), magenta (M) , blue(CM) are the unwanted
colors. Hence, these color patches should photograph like
the
"white"
patch and also should match the
"white"
in blue
filter density. Figure 4 illustrates the wanted and unwanted
colors in all three color separations. Nevertheless, without
help from a mask, the density
(or EAD) equivalency among the
"black
colors"

























M MY CM CMY
C Y CY
Where C = Cyan
M = Magenta
Y = Yellow
MY = Magenta+Yellow (Red)
CY = Cyan+Yellow (Green)




in each color separation
18
because the available inks have unwanted spectral absorptions.
The mask is thus designed to produce both wanted and un-
wanted colors with equal densities (EAD's) respectively.
This is the basic concept used to derive the following
required mask densities (RMD's).
In an ideally-masked separation, there are two levels of
EAD: WEAD(wanted-color effective actinic density) and UEAD
(unwanted-color effective actinic density) . The WEAD can be
viewed as an ideally-masked "black" patch, and the UEAD as an





aim points for wanted- and unwanted-colors, respectively.
The difference between WEAD and the actual EAD (experi
mentally determined through halftone separation negative) of
a wanted color is defined as the required mask density for
the wanted color. Note that the RMD is the density on the
masking film. The derivation can be shown in a simple math
ematical equation:
RMD for wanted color
= (WEAD) - (actual EAD of
wanted color in the un
masked separation) (2)
By the same token, the
RMD for the unwanted color can be
derived as shown:
RMD for unwanted color
= (UEAD) - (actual EAD
of unwanted color in
the unmasked separation (3)
19
The red, green, and blue separations each have a different
set of wanted and unwanted colors. Therefore, it is neces
sary to calculate a set of RMD's for each separation. The
calculation for RMD's can be graphically illustrated as
shown in Figure 5.
As mentioned earlier, the actual EAD's of color patches
in the RIT/GARC color separation guide were experimentally
determined (see Appendix A). However, two ideal aim points




The value of WEAD (the ideally-masked "black" patch)
must be at least as great as the highest EAD (the darkest
color) among the wanted colors. Usually, the three-color
overprint patch is the blackest patch. When this patch is
masked, a slightly higher density value can be expected. In
order to allow some leeway in the computer analysis, the
WEAD was assigned to be a greater value than the highest
EAD. This is shown in Figure 5.
During this study, none of the EAD's of the CMY color
patch on the three separations has a value higher than 1.5;




































M MY CY CMY
"V" _/
UNWANTED COLORS WANTED COLORS
SOLID INK COLOR PATCHES
Figure 5
Determination of the Required Mask Densities
The length of the arrows represent the required
mask densities for the blue separation. The
direction of the arrows denotes that density must
be added to each actual point to arrive at the
ideal level of WEAD or UEAD.
21
Requirements for UEAD
The value of UEAD (the ideally-masked "white" patch)
must not be too close to the WEAD. The UEAD must be high
enough to avoid creating negative RMD's for unwanted colors.
For example, suppose that the EAD of the magenta patch in
the blue separation is 0.75 and the UEAD is assigned to be
0.70. According to equation (3), the RMD for the magenta
patch in the blue separation is:
0.70 - 0.75 = -0.05
In the practical sense, a negative film density reading can
never exist .
An additional observation of this study is that the
optimum UEAD in all three separations is expected to be 31
to 60 percent of the WEAD. The optimum value of UEAD is
found for each separation by means of an iterative procedure,
This will be detailed in the Procedures of Optimization
section.
22
V. OPTIMIZATION AND REQUIRED MASK CURVE SHAPE
At this point, one has a way to calculate the required
mask densities(RMD's) and a way to change the effective
actinic densities (EAD' s) for color patches. Once calculated,
the RMD's are fixed, but to what values should the EAD's be
changed? This dilemma can best be illustrated with a graph.
Obtainable range of Effective Actinic Density
Figure 6
Plotting RMD's (for
blue separation) against the various
obtainable EAD's of color patches in any given ratios of
split-filter exposures.
23
. . . The actinic density (and, therefore, EAD
as well) of a color is equal to the density of the
non-selective neutral gray which would produce the
same effective exposure on the film . . .
It (EAD) can be used in conjunction with the D-Log E
curve of the photographic material to predict what
density will be produced.28
Since, by definition, EAD's are referenced to the origi
nal gray scale, they can be thought of as identical to rela
tive Log exposure. From this, it follows that the EAD's
which are plotted on the X-axis can represent the relative
Log E of the masking film. The RMD's which are plotted on
the Y-axis are the densities required on the masking film.
Therefore, the plotting of RMD's against EAD's is identical
to the D-Log E curve of the required mask.
The above concept then provides a criterion for choosing
the desired EAD's which shift the EAD's to conform to a
curve shape that is achievable by a conventional film.
Figure 7 illustrates this concept by plotting a possible
curve that falls within the range of EAD's carried over from
Figure 6.




patch) and UEAD (the ideally-masked
"white"
patch) may be included in
addition to the seven color patches,
These additional data points act as the two end points for
the curve plotted.
24
Effective Actinic Density WEAD
(Relative Log E)
Figure 7
Possible curve shape may be attained by merely shifting
EAD ' s of color patches
As can be observed from Figure 7, the RMD is actually a
function (shown by the curve shape) of the EAD's. This shape
(the relationship) can be represented by a second degree
equation:
2
RMD = A + B(EAD) + C(EAD) (4)
Having established the D-Log E criterion, the question
now is how can red, green, and blue split-filter ratios be
chosen to properly shift the
EAD's so they line up to look
like such a D-Log E curve? The best
method may be to sys
tematically try out all combinations of red, green, and
25
blue filters (each of which is incremented by 0.05) and for
each combination to calculate the EAD's that would result
29
by using the equation (1). The optimum split-filter ratios
(r:g:b) are defined as that set of ratios which shift the
EAD ' s so that they most closely approximate the second
degree mathematical model representing the curve shape of a
D-Log E curve. The method of determining the coefficients
A, B, and C is second-degree regression analysis in which
the measures of
"goodness"
of fit are the standard error in
30
the analysis. The detailed procedures will be described
in Procedures of Optimization.
26
Hypotheses
1 . There exists a set of optimum split-filter exposure
ratios (red : green : blue) that will produce masking
film densities of color patches to meet the RMD's for
each separation.
2. There is a parabolic correlation between the RMD's
(Y-axis) and EAD's (X-axis) resulting from optimum
"split-filter"
ratios. This correlation approximates
the optimum split-filter mask curve shape. The mathe
matical model for the suggested relationship is:
2
Y = a + bX + cX
The null hypothesis, in turn, states:
. there are no optimum split-filter
exposure ratios
which will produce masking film
densities to meet
RMD's for each separation;
. there is no parabolic
relationship.
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VI. PROCEDURES OF OPTIMIZATION
The object of the optimization procedures is two-fold:
First, one selects 30 unwanted effective actinic densities
(UEAD's) and uses each of these UEAD s together with the
constant value of wanted EAD (WEAD, 1.5) to define an unique
set of required mask densities(RMD s) . For each UEAD/RMD set
one then determines the best set of split-filter exposure
ratios (red : green : blue) by systematically trying out
231 combinations of red, green, and blue split-filter ex
posures. The best set of ratios is the one which shifts the
EAD's of color patches so that the plot of RMD's versus
EAD's approximates a 'D-Log
E'
type curve. Second, out of
the group of the 30 (UEAD/RMD/Best r.g.b), one then selects
the optimum set .
These procedures are detailed in the following sections
provided with examples.
Select 30 UEAD's to test and calculate the RMD's
As mentioned earlier, the RMD's required mask densities
on masking film are derived by using WEAD, UEAD, and the
experimentally determined EAD's on each separation negative
(see Appendix A). The deviations between the WEAD (or UEAD)
28
and EAD's of separation are defined as the required mask
densities(RMD's) for the separation. A constant value of
1.5 is given to WEAD which stands for the aim point value
of all the wanted colors in an ideal separation. In ad
dition, the optimum value for UEAD is within the range of
31% to 60% of 1.5. To find the best UEAD, the easiest method
is to try percent by percent (31% to 60%). An example value
of UEAD is 44% of 1.5 (0.66). The 0.66 is one UEAD in all
30 UEAD's to be tried. The RMD for the cyan patch (an unwanted
color in the blue separation) is:
UEAD - EAD of cyan patch in actual blue separation
= 0.66 - 0.17 = 0.49
The RMD for yellow patch (a wanted color in blue separation)
is:
WEAD - EAD of yellow patch in actual blue separation
= 1.5 - 1.2 = 0.3
The other unwanted and wanted colors in the blue sepa
ration can be derived in the same manner. Furthermore, to
illustrate how the choice of UEAD affects RMD's, three
levels of UEAD's are used to derive three sets
of RMD's.
These are shown in Table 3 .
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Table 3





WEAD C M Y CM CY MY CMY
**
31 .465 .295 .035 .30 -.015 .22 .18 .13
1.5 44 066 .49 .23 .30 .18 .22 .18 .13
60 .90 .73 .47 .30 .42 .22 .18 .13
* For blue separation.
** Since this negative RMD is rather small, it can be
regard as zero in the practical sense.
As can be seen from Table 3 , while the RMD
'
s of wanted
colors (Y, CY, MY, CMY) remain the same, the RMD's of those
unwanted colors for the blue separation vary in all three
levels. This is because the RMD's of wanted colors are de
rived by using a constant value of WEAD. On the other hand,
to obtain the RMD's of unwanted colors, different UEAD's
are used which results in different RMD's. Thus, each set
of RMD's is unique to each UEAD used. Since 30 UEAD's are
selected to test, 30 sets of RMD's will be defined.
Systematical determination of the best split-filter
exposure ratios (for each UEAD/RMD set)
The determination of the best ratios for each
UEAD/RMD
30
set is arrived at by systematically trying out 231 different
sets of r:g:b ratios. This testing involves: (1) entering
each of these 231 sets into the improved Pollak-Yule
equation (equation (1); see p, 15) to calculate the EAD's of
the color patches; (2) doing a regression analysis relating
these EAD's to the RMD's (RMD=f(EAD), see p. 24); (3) se
lecting the best of these 231 ratios using the lowest stand
ard error of the regression as a criterion.
Figure 8 shows the systematical combinations of %red,
%green, and %blue that represent the fractions of
split-
filter exposure. Note that each of the combinations is
incremented by 5% and that the total amount of every combi
nation is 100%. Each of the 231 possible combinations will
be tried to find the optimum one.
For instance, if combination #29 is tested, the ratios
(r:g:b = 5:35:60) are first plugged into equation (1) (see
p. 15) to calculate the EAD's of the color patches. The
following is an example showing how to
calculate the EAD of
the cyan patch:






The EAD's for the rest of the color patches (M, Y, CY, CM,
MY, and CMY) are also
calculated in the same fashion. The
results are listed in Table 4.
No. %Red %Green %Blue
1 0 0 100
2 0 5 95
3 0 10 90
21 0 100 0
22 5 0 95
31
*29 35 60
51 10 45 45




102 25 30 45
200 65 20 15
201 65 25 10
230 95 5 0
231 100 0 0
Figure 8
Systematical combination of split-filter exposure
for %red, %green, and %blue. Note that the total
number of possible combinations are 231. Combi
nation #29 is one of the 231 and is an example
used in the text.
Table 4
EAD's of color patches calculated by using equation (1) for a
given set of split-filter exposure ratios (r:g:b = 5:35:60).
Split-filter ratios Calculated
EAD'
s of color patches
%Red %Green %Blue CMY CM CY MY CMY
5 35 60 .25 .50 .36 .61 .71 .93 1.27
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The EAD's listed in Table 4 are the predicted values
derived by using the specific split-filter ratios (5:35:60)
to expose a mask. The next step is to take the EAD's and a
given set of RMD
*
s to run a second order regression analy
sis (KMD=f (EAD)) .
The previously described procedures will be used for all
the combinations. Finally, "goodness of
fit" is measured by
the comparison of the standard error that is associated with
31
each regression analysis. The lowest standard error value
among the 231 analyses indicates the best-fit relationship
between RMD's and EAD's. In other words, the combination
that was tried for calculating the EAD's is the best set of
split-filter exposure ratios that properly shifts EAD's so
that RMD's versus EAD's approximates a D-Log E type curve.
Mask Curve Shape (the regression curve)
Having determined the best ratios of split-filter ex
posure for a given RMD, one can then plot the (RMD, EAD)
points of the seven color patches plus the two end points
(0, UEAD) and (WEAD, 0). Note that the two end points remain
constant for all the regression analyses for a given UEAD.
The regression curve is then plotted and represents the best
mask curve shape for the given RMD's.
Using the data in Table
3 (row two) and Table 4, an
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Effective Actinic Density(Relative Log E)
Figure 9
Example of mask curve shape (the regression curve) for
a split-filter mask of blue separation.
Selection of the optimum RMD/UEAD/Best r:g:b ratios
out of the group of 30
Up to this point, 30 sets of
"best"
r:g:b ratios have
been found for each separation. Each set corresponds to one
of the 30 different UEAD's. Only one of the thirty sets is
expected to be optimal. To select the optimum UEAD and its
corresponding set of ratios,
a criterion was developed and
is described in a step-by-step fashion.
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(1) Mask density errors
Figure 10 is exactly the same as Figure 9 except that
the deviations between the RMD's and the best-fit regression
curve are shown as AD's. These AD 's are the mask density
errors that still remain in the mask made by the optimum
split-filter set of exposures. Table 5 lists these AD s for
the blue separation.
(2) Printer density errors
In practice, the mask would be combined with the origi-
32
nal such as in the direct screen separation. If the origi
nal is represented by a 45 degree line, adding the mask
curve in Figure 10 to this 45 degree line results in the
curve shape of the masked original. In this illustration,
the masked original is ready to be used to make a corrected
blue separation. It is important to realize that the size
of the AD deviations in the combination curve and in the
mask curve are identical. These AD's can also be thought of
as representing the density errors in the yellow printer.
See Figure 11.
(3) Amplification of density errors
The slope of the masked original will
in all cases be
less than 1.0 because a negative mask
reduces the contrast
of the original. If the slope of
the printer that is made
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1 . 4 WEAD
Figure 10
Mask density errors remained in
the optimum split-filter mask
Table 5
Mask density errors (AD's) of the color patches and the two





& Aim points Mask Density
Best-fit Mask density
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0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
Effective Actinic Density (Relative Log E)
Figure 11
Curve of a yellow printer that is drawn by the summation of
a mask curve shape and an original ( 45-degree straight line).
Note that the size of these AD
'
s are unchanged except for
their positions. AD's become the density errors in the printer.
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used to make this printer must have a slope greater than
1.0. This means that the restoration of the printer slope
to 1.0 will always expand the AD's, that is, enlarge these
33
density errors. Furthermore, this expansion of errors
will be greater for a low contrast masked original than
for a masked original of higher contrast. Figure 12 shows
two such masked originals, one of higher slope than the
other. A slope 1.0, 45 degree reference line has been in
cluded to show that the lower slope masked-original needs
greater amplification to achieve a printer slope of 1.0.
A B
Low slope masked original Higher slope masked original
EAD EAD
Figure 12
Amplification conditions of AD
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(4) UEAD affects the
"gain"
As can be seen from Figure 12, the choice of UEAD af
fects the slope of the masked original; higher UEAD values
result in masked originals of lower slope. As previously
pointed out, masked originals of lower slope result in
greater expansion of the AD density errors. This means that
higher UEAD values produce increased density errors.
(5) Calculation of the
"gain"
Based upon these observations, the
"gain"
factor may be














Slope of printer curve shape
Gain factor (g)
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(6) Adjusted standard error
The AD deviations (mask density errors) are used in
calculating standard errors of the regression analysis as
shown:
Standard Error = / (RMD
- Best-fit mask density)
n - 3
(AD)2
n - 3 (6)
where n = 9; n is the total number of points.
Since the expansion of AD's are expected, the standard
error may be adjusted by incorporating the factor of "gain",
Thus
Adjusted Standard Error (ASE) = _
/_______J__|)
(7)
The ASE can be treated as a measure of "deviation" of
the restoration of printer curve shape to the 45 degree
line (the original). As observed in (4), the selection of





results in greater ASE. By plotting
UEAD as a function of ASE, the minimum point of the curve
would indicate the least
"deviation"
point. The UEAD used
in this case is considered as the optimal. The set of
UEAD/RMD/Best r:g:b ratios out of the group of 30 is said to
40
be the optimum set.
The "Result and Analysis"
of the study follows in the
next section.
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VII. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Optimization for UEAD/RMD/BEST r:q:b ratios
An earlier study found that higher UEAD values result
in increased density errors (AD's) in the masked original.
In order to optimize the selection of UEAD, the criterion
of adjusted standard error (ASE) was developed. The optimum
UEAD is defined as the UEAD that results in the lowest ASE.
Table 6, 7, and 8 show the output from the computer
program in which the adjusted standard error, best split-
2
filter ratios and regression analysis coefficients (R and
standard error) are listed for each UEAD used. To facili
tate the optimization, Figure 14 shows the plot of adjusted
standard error as a function of UEAD from Tables 6, 7, and
8 respectively.
Note that smaller numerical value on the ASE scale in
Figure 14 indicates that less density errors are produced.
As can be seen, there is no single UEAD that corresponds to
the lowest ASE for all three separations. Apparently, the
choice of UEAD should be separately considered. For the
green separation, the selection
of UEAD is quite obvious.
The optimum UEAD value is between 0.57 and
0.585 (see
Figure 14(b) ) .
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Table 6
Determined adjusted standard error, best split-filter
ratios to make mask, and the associated regression
coefficients (R , and standard error) for each UEAD






STD ERRUEAD %RED 7.GREEN *:blue R-SQ STD ERR
1 .465 ,1.1.2 5 95 0 ,823 ,078
n
,480 ,112 5 95 0 ,830 ,076
3 ,495 ,114 5 95 0 .834 , 076
4 ,510 , :l. 1 7 5 95 0 ,334 ,077
5 .525 .120 5 80 15 ,833 .078
6 .540 ,122 10 65 25 .339 ,078
7 ,555 , 1 22 5 60 35 ,847 ,077
S .570 ,123 5 55 40 ,356 ,076
9 ,535 ,123 5 50 45 , 866 ,075
10 ,600 ,123 5 45 50 .875 ,074
11 ,615 .123 5 45 50 ,884 ,073
12 ,630 ,123 5 40 55 ,394 .071
13 ,645 .122 5 35 60 .903 ,070
14 .660 . 122 5 35 60 ,911 .068
15 ,675 ,121 5 30 65 .919 ,067
16 ,690 .121 5 30 65 ,926 .065
17 ,705 ,120 5 25 70 .933 , 064
18 .720 .119 5 25 70 .939 ,062
19 ,735 ,119 5 20 75 .945 .061
20 .750 ,118 5 20 75 .951 ,059
21 ,765 .117 5 20 75 .955 .057
22 .780 .117 5 15 80 .959 .056
23 , 795 .116 5 15 80 .964 ,054
24 ,310 .115 5 15 80 . 967 , 053
25 .825 .115 5 15 80 ,970 ,052
26 .840 .116 5 10 85 ,972 ,051
27 .855 .115 5 10 85 ,975 ,049
28 .370 .114 5 10 85 ,978 .043
29 .885 .114 5 10 85 ,930 ,047
30 .900 ,116 5 10 85 ,981 ,046
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Table 7
Determined adjusted standard error, best split-filter
ratios to make mask, and the associated regression
coefficients (R2, and standard error) for each UEAD
used in green separation.




BEST -SPLIT RATIO REGR ESS I ON
UEAD/RMD ADJUSTED
SET NO, UEAD STD ERR %RED %GREEN %BLUE R-SQ STD ERR
1 , 465 .124 100 0 0 ,819 ,086
'T
.480 , 1 1 6 100 0 0 ,345 ,079
3 .495 ,109 100 0 0 ,368 ,073
4 ,5.1.0 .102 100 0 0 ,837 ,063
5 , 525 ,096 100 0 0 ,903 , 063
6 ,540 .092 100 0 0 . 9 1 6 ,059
7 ,555 ,089 100 0 0 ,925 ,056
8 ,570 ,037 95 o b .931 , 054
9 ,585 ,087 95 0 5 .935 , 053
1 0 ,600 ,039 95 0 5 .936 , 053
11 ,615 ,093 95 0 5 , 933 ,055
12 ,630 ,100 95 0 5 .928 ,053
13 ,645 ,107 35 5 10 . 923 , 061
14 .660 .113 70 15 15 .921 , 063
15 , 675 .116 60 25 15 , 922 , 06 4
16 ,690 ,119 55 30 15 ,924 , 064
17 .705 , 1.22 50 35 1.5 ,927 , 065
.1.8 ,720 * J. .C AT 45 40 15 ,930
-
,065
19 . 735 .126 40 45 15 ,933 , 064
20 .750 ,128 40 45 15 ,936 . 064
21 ,765 , 1.30 35 50 15 .940 ,064
?':>
.780 ,132 30 55 15 .943 ,063
23 ,795 . 133 30 60 10 ,947 , 063
24 ,310 C J, \J vJ 30 60 10 .950 ,062
25 * S.CwJ , 1.36 25 65 10 .954 .061
26 ,340 .137 25 65 10 .957 .060
27 .355 ,139 20 70 10 .959 .060
28 , 870 ,140 20 70 10 .963 ,059
29 .385 ,142 20 70 1.0 ,965 ,053




Determined adjusted standard error, best split-filter
ratios to make mask, and the associated regression
coefficients (R , and standard error) for each UEAD
used in red separation.
:=_=:= =: := r~ :
=__=_.
__:=___.==:_:=_:= :==::=.:.:=::;: = =: ==:=:=:.::
:_=::_:
BEST-SPLIT RATIO REGRESS I ON
UEAD/RMD ADJUSTED
SET NO, UEAD STD ERR %RED %GREEN %BLUE R-SQ STD ERR
1 ,465 .1.09 90 5 b ,834 ,075
>
.480 ,108 90 5 5 ,843 ,074
3 ,495 .108 90 b 5 ,851 ,072
4 ,510 ,107 90 5 5 , 360 > 071.
5 , 525 .106 90 5 5 ,370 , 06 9
6 ,540 ,105 90 5 5 ,379 ,067
"7
,555 ,105 90 5 5 ,333 ,066
8 ,570 ,103 80 10 1.0 , 397 , 064
9 ,585 .102 30 10 10 .907 ,062
10 ,600 .1.01 80 10 10 ,915 ,061
11 ,615 ,1.00 30 1.0 10
Q '1 "T
,059
12 , 630 ,093 75 1.5 10 .931 ,057
13 ,645 ,097 75 1.5 10 ,938 ,055
14 ,660 ,096 75 15 1. 0 .944 ,054
15 , 675 ,094 75 15 1.0 .950 , 052
16 ,690 ,093 75 15 10 .955 .050
17 .705 ,092 75 15 10 ,960 ,049
18 .720 ,091 75 15 1.0 ,964 ,048
19 , 735 .091 75 15 1.0 ,967 , 046
20 ,750 .090 35 10 5 .970 ,045
21 , 765 ,089 35 10 5 .974 ,044
~'!>
,780 . 088 35 1 0 5 .976 ,042
23 ,795 . 087 35 10 5 .979 ,041
24 ,310 ,086 85 10 b .931 , 040
25 .825 .036 85 10 5 ,983 ,033
26 .340 ,085 85 10 5 ,985 ,037
27 .355 .084 85 10 5 .986 ,036
28 ,370 .084 35 10 5 ,988 ,035
29 ,835 ,084 85 10 5
,989 ,034
30 ,900 ,083 90



































.45 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90
Unwanted Effective Actinic Density (UEAD)
Figure 14
ASE as a function of UEAD which is used to derive RMD's
for each separation.
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In the case of the red separation, Figure 14(c) shows
that ASE consistently drops as UEAD is increased. Within the
interval of 0.8 - 0.9 of UEAD, the variation of ASE is
rather small and ASE values are all smaller than the lowest
ASE found in the green separation (see Figure 14(b)). Thus,
one may have latitude in the choice of optimum UEAD for a
red separation. In addition, a close examination of Table 8,
which provides the data for plotting this curve (Figure
14( c) ) , shows that all the 30 best split-filter ratios fall
into a similar pattern. That is, the red filter ratio pre
dominates in the split-filter ratios. Therefore, one may
conclude that UEAD selection is not a critical factor as
far as optimum split-filter ratios in the red separation
are concerned. Thus, the 0.8
- 0.9 interval of UEAD can be
selected, and the optimum split-filter ratios will still
remain the same for any UEAD selected.
The ASE
'
s in the blue separation appear too high in re
lation to the other two separations, and it is not clear
where the minimum truly is in Figure 14(a). Moreover, the
curve demonstrates a limited ASE variation in the 30 given
UEAD's. These may indicate that the mathematical model used
in the regression analysis for the separation is not ade
quate. In spite of these facts, however, two UEAD's that
correspond to the lowest ASE values in the curve were chosen,
Hence, the optimum UEAD
value in the blue separation lies
somewhere between 0.465 and 0.48.
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Having selected an optimum UEAD for each separation, the
optimum split-filter ratios found in Tables 6, 7, and 8 are:






5 95 a 0
The optimum split-filter masks for the green and blue
separations do not need the third split-filter component
since a two-filter split-filter exposure is sufficient to
create the desired mask. On the other hand, the mask for the
red separation requires a three-filter split-filter exposure
where the red filter exposure plays a major role in making
the mask.
Now one must explore to what extent these optimum
ratio-
s can be manipulated while retaining the same color cor
rection. In other words, do we have latitude in using the
optimum split-filter exposure ratios?
Latitude in the choice of optimum split-filter ratios
During the course of determining
the best split-filter
r:g:b for each UEAD used, the possibility
emerged that there
may be more
than one set of best split-filter ratios. Be
cause the computer program
(see Appendix C) was designed to
output only one set
of best ratios as shown in Table 6, 7, or
8, there is a chance
that some other best ratios are hidden.
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To eliminate this problem, the computer program was modified
to print all the regression results for the 231 split-filter
ratios that were tested. In other words, by simply examining
the standard errors from the 231 regression analysis, one is
able to observe the latitude in the choice of the best split-
filter ratios. Note that the standard error has been used to
the measure of "goodness of fit" in the analysis. Statis
tically speaking, the smaller standard error represents the
better fit.
To facilitate the observation, the 231 standard errors
are rearranged in a form as shown in Figures 15, 16, and 17.
Note that the optimum UEAD was used for determining the
standard errors shown in these figures. The best ratios in
these cases actually represent the optimum ones.
In each figure, a line was drawn to include the lowest
standard error and the standard errors that are no greater
than 0.003 of the lowest standard error. The 0.003 toler
ance is arbitrary chosen. Observe that, instead of using a
single set of optimum split-filter r:g:b ratios, there are
a number of r:g:b ratios which are equally good. This im
plies that there is latitude in using the optimum split-
filter r:g:b ratios. For instance, in the red separation
(Figure 17) , the optimum split-filter mask can be made in
which the red filter ratio can vary between 75 to 90 percent,
a range of 15 percent. Similar observations can be made for
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16). In practice, such latitude is expected to make the ex
posure of masks less critical.
Curve shape of optimum split-filter masks
Having chosen the optimum split-filter ratios, the
curve shape of the optimum split-filter mask can be drawn
as shown in Figure 18. The data for plotting the figure
appears in Appendix D. The curves in Figure 18 illustrate
the best compromise color-correction among color patches
in each separation and the characteristics of every mask.
A comparison of the positions of the circled color
patch points with respect to the split-filter mask curve
(Figure 18) allows one to predict the degree of color cor
rection for the individual color patches. Points that fall
close to, or right on, the curve indicate that the color
patches represented by these points are properly corrected.
Overcorrection is shown when the curve is above a point;
undercorrection when the curve is below a point.
Using this means of assessment on
the split-filter
mask for the blue separation (Figure 18(a)), one would
expect that the Y, M, and CM color patches will be
over-
corrected while the MY and CMY patches will
be undercor-
rected. The curve fitting these data points is merely fair.
As mentioned earlier, the use
of higher order mathematical
models may improve the






(a) Optimum split-filter mask
for blue separation.
r:gib = 5:95:0
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Figure 18
Curve shape of optimum split-filter mask for each separation
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optimum split-filter ratios for making the mask consist of
a 95% green filter exposure, a 5% red filter exposure, and
0% blue filter exposure. Since there is latitude in making
the split-filter exposures (see Figure 15), it is suspected
that the 5% red filter exposure has a very small influence
on color correction. Consequently, it is suggested that one
make the mask for the blue separation without giving the
red-filter, split exposure. Incidentally, if the red-filter
split exposure is eliminated, the result proves to be simi
lar to the conventional direct screen masking method where




The mask curve shape for the green separation (Figure
18(b)) shows a slight undercorrection in CM and CMY patches
and a minor overcorrection in C and CY patches. The curve
fit in this case is better than in the previous one. This
mask is made with 95% red-filter and 5% blue-filter expo
sures; no green-filter exposure is needed. This indicates
that the major color correction occurs in the C and CY
patches since they are affected the most when the mask is
exposed to the red light. The 5% blue-filter exposure can
be eliminated in situations where applicable. The reason
why a green-filter
exposure is not needed is because the M
and MY color patches that would be most affected by such an
exposure do not require correction; they are already quite
close to the curve in Figure 18(b).
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Turning to the red separation, the optimum split-filter
mask shows its curve shape as fitting the data points ex
tremely well (see Figure 18(c)). The split-filter mask re
quires a predominately red-filter exposure. It is not sur
prising, however, because the cyan-printer has tradition
ally required a red-filter mask for contrast reduction
ra-
ther than color correction. On the other hand, the minor
portions of green-filter and blue-filter exposures may both
have influence on color correction. Comparing to the other
two split-filter masks, the red separation mask offers su
perior color correction as far as the curve shape is con
cerned .
An additional observation of the curve shape of the
masks shows that each mask utilizes a different portion of
the D-Log E curve. The blue separation mask curve shape
consists of the lower straight line portion and the toe
while the mask curve shape for the green separation is
nearly straight. For the
red separation, mask curve shape
seems to use the shoulder and upper
straight line portion,
see Figure 18 .
Figure 19 shows the combination of these optimum mask
curve shapes and the 45 degree
reference line which repre
sents the original. This
combination can be interpretated
as the curve shape of the
masked original. Comparing the
three curve shapes, it is found
that the masked red sepa





Original (a) with mask needed to make
(b) Blue separation
( c) Green separation
(d) Red separation
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2
Effective Actinic Density (Relative Log E)
1.4 1.6
Figure 19
Original with the individual optimum masks added to show
curve shape of the combination. The original is represented
as a 45-degree straight line.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
It has been hypothesized that there exists a set of op
timum split-filter exposure ratios that will produce masking
film densities of color patches to meet the RMD's for each
separation. Although there is no reason to suspect the hy
pothesis is invalid, the results have shown that there is
some latitude in the choice of optimum split-filter ratios.
For example, the ratio of red filter exposure for making the
mask that will be used in exposing the red separation can
vary by as much as 15% (75%-90%). In the cases of split-
filter masks for green and blue separations, the latitude
even permits the elimination of the use of split-filter ex
posure. That is, one may use a single red-filter mask for
green separation and a single green-filter mask for blue
separation. In the practical application, such latitude al
lows an easier control of split-filter exposure. The results
also prove to be similar to the conventional masking method
for direct screen separations where a single filter exposure
is usually recommended, except for the red separation mask
where better color correction is attained if split-filter
exposure is applied.
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It was found that the selection of UEAD is a critical
factor to the determination of optimum split-filter mask.
The results indicate that it is necessary to choose a dif
ferent UEAD value for each separation. The selection of
UEAD has latitude as well.
The second hypothesis was that there is a parabolic
correlation between the RMD's and EAD's resulting from op
timum split-filter exposure. This relationship defines the
curve shape of the optimum split-filter mask. This is es
pecially true for the optimum split-filter masks of red
and green separations. In the blue separation mask, however,
the use of a higher order mathematical model may improve the
curve fit .
When these optimum mask curve shapes are combined with
the reference original, it was found that among these masked
separations, the red separation shows
higher contrast in the
highlight and midtone area than the other .two.
Recommendations for future investigation
This present theoretical investigation has succeeded in
determining optimum
split-filter exposure ratios and in de
fining the optimum mask
curve shapes. During the course of
these investigations, a number of
questions arose which
future workers might wish to
address:
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(1) This theoretical investigation has utilized the im
proved Yule-Pollak equation to calculate the resulting
EAD's of color patches. It would be necessary to check the
accuracy of the equation with an actual experiment.
(2) This study has shown that the split-filter exposure
is much more powerful than the single filter exposure in
changing the actinic density of color patches. It has never
been demonstrated in terms of actual materials how much
better color correction is achieved by using the determined
optimum split-filter exposure ratios. Are the extra proce
dures in the split-filter exposure worth the effort?
(3) Present work has been limited to dealing with solid
ink color patches and their overprints. Additivity failure
but not proportionality failure was taken into consider
ation. These two failures have proved to be the main
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sources of masking errors. To
extend the present study,
tint areas, which represents the
desaturated colors, print
ed in the RIT/GARC Color Separation Guide, may be included
in the future investigation. This move will not only in
crease data points in constructing curve shape but also
improve the masking accuracy
since by doing so the condition
of ink trapping, dot gain, and proportionality
failure are
all taken into account.
It is expected that the method
of split-filter
exposures will receive much more
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appreciation in that aspect.
(4) When more data points are to be included, step wise
regression analysis is recommended instead of the fixed
mathematical model analysis that was used in the present
study. This gives more options in selecting a better fit
mask curve shape for each separation.
(5) Despite the fact that the present study has recom
mended the elimination of split-filter exposure for green
and blue separation masks, for the ink set used in this
study, one can not be sure that this would apply to all ink
sets in general. For instance, if a reddish magenta ink is
substituted for the bluish magenta ink that was used to
print the RIT/GARC Color Separation Guide, the optimum
split-
filter exposure ratios could be different and the elimination
of the split-filter ratios may not be applicable. Without
further investigation, a final conclusion can not be made.
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APPENDIX A
DETERMINATION OF EFFECTIVE ACTINIC DENSITIES
I. Introduction:
The procedures to determine EAD are no different than
finding actinic densities as described on page 5 except
that flare is taken into account. Thus, the steps for de
termining EAD's are:
. Determine the amount of flare for each filter used;
. Transform the original densities to effective den
sities which take flare into account;
. Use dot areas in lith pan film versus effective
densities to determine EAD on separation negative;
. Use the densities of pan masking film versus ef
fective densities to determine EAD on the single-
filter mask.
II. Flare determination:
The intention here is to determine the particular flare
value (F) for each filter (red, green, and blue) used. Two
exposures were made through the given filter and a contact
screen on separate sheets of
pan lith film. A total of six
sheet of films were produced. The partial characteristic
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curves of each film were plotted as shown in Figure 20(a) ,
20(b) , and 20(c) .
A horizontal dotted line is drawn at the level of thirty
percent dot area which intersects two curves in each figure.
Note that the thirty percent dot area level is arbitrarily
chosen D, and D are labeled at both intersections. They
represent the corresponding densities of original for each
curve, t, and t~ are the exposure amounts to produce these
curves.
Since flare value can be assumed to be an over-all uni
form exposure added to the exposures of the image at the
film plane, the exposure (E) that is actually received at
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determination for flare at 30% dot area level. Two
exposures (t_ & t2) were
made for each filter flare test.
Flare is calculated according
to equation 8.
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Having derived equation 11, the amount of flare through
the given filter can be calculated by using the data marked
on Figure 17. The calculations are shown:
(10
9'3
x 22.5) - (10
1,2S
x 45)








x 48) _ n,












where Fr, Fg and Fb are the flare amounts
through red,
green, and blue filters respectively.
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III. Derivation of effective densities:
Equation 12 transforms the original gray scale density
(D) to effective density (D'), taking into consideration







The derivation of effective densities through red, green,
and blue filters (D', D', & D) is shown in Table 9.
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Table 9

















1 .00 1.00 1.02 1 .01 .00 .00
3 .10 .79 .81 .80 .10 .10
5 .19 .65 .67 .66 .18 .18
7 .28 .52 .54 .53 .28 .28
9 .38 .42 .44 .43 .37 .37
11 .47 .34 .36 .35 .45 .46
13 .57 .27 .29 .28 .55 .56
15 .66 .22 .24 .23 .63 .64
17 .75 .18 .20 .19 .71 .73
19 .83 .15 .17 .16 .79 .80
21 .93 .12 .14 .13 .86 .89
23 1.02 .10 .12 .11 .93 .96
25 1.12 .08 .10 .09 1.01 1.05
27 1.21 .06 .08 .07
1.11 1.16
29 1.29 .05 .07 .06 1.16
1.23
31 1.40 .04 .06 .05
1.23 1.31
33 1.49 .032 .05 .04
1.31 1.40
35 1.58 .026 .046
.036 1.35 1.45
37 1.67 .02 .04
.03 1.41 1.53
* D = Original Density
** F F ,F = Flare value










IV. Determination of EAD's with separation negatives:
Two Kodak MP II lith films were exposed for a different
amount of time through a given filter and a contact screen.
These two films are regarded as separation negatives for
the given filter. For example, if a red filter is used, the
two films are the red separation negatives. The reason for
making two separation negatives is because it was thought
that a more precise determination of EAD can be attained by
using two negatives instead of one. A total of six separa
tion negatives were made for the red, green, and blue fil
ters (two for each filter). The procedure for determination
of EAD through a given filter are:
1) Take dot area readings of gray scale on each nega
tives as listed on Table 10.
2) Plot dot area readings against effective densities
of gray scale as shown in Figure 21(a), 21(b), and
21(c).
3) Locate dot area readings of color patches of sepa
ration negatives on each curve.
4) Find the corresponding effective density value on
abscissa. This value is the EAD for the color patch.
It turns out that an identical EAD value is found for
each color patch from the two films given different expo
sures. This proves that the determination of EAD is inde
pendent of exposure time. The EAD's of the color patches
on each separation
are shown in Table 11.
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Table 10









r2 4 fc2 fcl fc2
1 99.9 94.8 99.9 98.7 99.9 97.1
3 99.2 89.7 99.9 94.9 99.9 92.9
5 96.8 85.0 99.8 91.5 99.6 88.7
7 93.4 79.5 98.2 87.2 97.4 83.9
9 89.0 72.0 95.3 82.0 93.6 77.9
11 84.6 63.1 91.1 75.3 89.5 71.5
13 79.4 53.5 86.4 67.2 84.6 62.0
15 73.6 44.2 81.8 58.2 79.2 52.0
17 65.1 36.0 76.0 48.0 73.1 42.4
19 56.8 29.2 70.1 40.2 66.5 35.5
21 48.8 23.2 62.2 33.5 57.2 29.9
23 41.2 16.7 53.0 27.4 47.8 24.1
25 34.2 9.9 43.9 21.1 39.1 17.9
27 28.6 4.0 36.1 13.7 32.2 11.2
29 23.7 2.0 30.6 8.8 27.6 6.0
31 19.5 1.0 26.4 4.2 23.3 3.5
33 15.9 .5 22.2 2.4 19.9 2.5
35 12.8 .2 18.7 1.9 16.3 2.2
37 9.2 .1 13.7 1.5 11.3 2.1
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V. Determination of EAD's with single-filter masks:
Consult section IV for the procedures of determining
EAD. Note that only one Kodak Pan masking film was made
for a given filter to find EAD because it has been proven
previously that there is no need to make two.
Figure 22(a), 22(b), and 22(c) are plotted using the
data listed on Table 9 and 12. The film densities of color
patches on masking film and their EAD's are shown in
Table 13.
Table 12





Step # Red Green Blue
1 .68 .69 .69
3 .60 .60 .61
5 .56 .53 .55
7 .50 .48 .50
9 .43 .43 .45
11 .35 .37 .40
13 .29 .31 .32
15 .27 .27 .29
17 .24 .22 .24
19 .19 .19 .23
21 .16 .17 .21
23 .13 .12 .18
25 .11 .11 .16
27 .08 .10 .12
29 .08 .10 .10
31 .08 .08 .08
33 .08 .07 .07
35 .07 .06 .06
37 .07 .05 .06







































































































































































































Film densities and determined EAD's of color patches
on single-filter masks
Mask film density Determined
Color
Patch Red Green Blue Red Green Blue
C .12 .43 .55 .98 .35 .18
M .59 .13 .41 .13 .97 .42
y .63 .63 .12 .07 .07 1.16
B(C+M) .12 .09 .39 .98 1.17 .47
G(C+Y) .13 .39 .10 .95 .41 1.23
R(M+Y) .59 .11 .09 .13 1.05 1.29
C+M+Y .10 .08 .09 1.05 1.28 1.29
* The EAD's determined on single-filter masks are to be
used to plug in the Yule-Pollak equation for
predict
ing the resulting EAD's of split-filter masks.
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VI. Experimental specifications:
1) Separation halftone negatives
a. Film: Kodak MP II lith film.
b. Filters: Kodak Wratten filter #25, #47B, and #58.
c. Screen: Gretag Pawo gray contact screen.
d. Screen ruling: 150 lines/inch.
e. Film processor: Kodak MP II lith film processor.
f . Camera : Caravel .
2) Single-filter masks
a. Film: Kodak pan masking film 4570.
b. Filters: Kodak Wratten filter #25, #47B, and #58.
c. Film processor: Kodak Versamat processor.
d . Camera : Caravel .
3) Measuring instruments
a. Densitometer: Macbeth RD-514.
b. Dot area meter: Manufactured by Welch Scientific Co,
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APPENDIX B




DERIVATION OF THE IMPROVED YULE-POLLAK EQUATION
According to Yule and
Pollak'
s original concept, the
resulting effective actinic density (D) from a given
red-
green-blue split-filter exposure must be weighted as shown:
D = -Log (rR + g.R + bRb) (13)
where r, g, & b
= the fractions of the exposure given
to the split-filter mask through red,
green, and blue filters respectively;
r + g
+ b = 1 (or 100%) ;
R . R , & R-, = EAR of the color patch through red,
r g to
green, and blue filters respectively.







where R = effective
actinic reflectance,
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As can be seen, the above equation does not account for reci
procity law failure and it needs to be corrected.
Failure of the reciprocity law can be attributed to a
number of reasons, nonetheless, it is generally presumed
that the principal cause of the failure is due to the
changes in exposure. The failure becomes more significant
when making a split-filter mask because more than one expo
sure will be given to each mask film. Therefore, the
Yule-
Pollak equation ought to be modified for reciprocity failure
in order to better simulate the effect of split-filter ex
posures.
The modification can be incorporated by including a
correcting factor (f) for reciprocity failure. Thus, one
can adjust the EAD (D) as shown:
























The Yule-Pollak equation, complete with the adjustment for

























A loop to assign value to
UEAD (a total of 30 UEAD's




A nest loop to try out all
231 combinations of r:g:b
for a given UEAD:
FOR R=0 TO 1 STEP .05
FOR G=0 TO (1-R) STEP .05
B= 1-R-G
Output best r:g:b ratios,
regression data , and ad
justed standard error for
each UEAD used
ft
Use the improved Yule-Pollak
equation to calculate the
EAD's of split-filter mask












I. JO *** PROGRAM NAME! SFMASK ,,*,
130 *** ;
140 *** TUTS PROGRAM PERFORMS FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS t "%%%
1.50 *** (1) CALCULATE REQUIRED MASK DENSITY %%%
.1.60 *** <2> SIMULATE SPLIT -FILTER EXPOSURE AND PREDICT MASK DENSITY ***
170 *** RESULTING FROM VARIOUS RATIOS OF SPLIT FILTER FXP ***
180 .*** O) BUILT-IN SECOND ORDER POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION ANAIYSIS ***
-VI
tt* (4> 0UTPUT SUMMARY OF BEST-FIT MASK FOR DIFFERENT UEAD USED ***











300 *** D = EAD OF SINGLE-FILTER MASK ***
310 *** Q = EFFECTIVE ACT. REFLECTANCE OF SINGLE-FILTER MASK ***
320 *** F = REFLECTANCE OF EACH COLOR PATCH ***
130 *** X = PREDICTED EAD FOR EACH COLOR PATCH OF MASK *
3 tO *** r = REQUIRED MASK DENSITY ***
ISO *** G9 = RECIPROCITY FAILURE CORRECTING FACTOR ***
3*0 *** R,G,B ARE OF RATIOS OF FILTER ( RED , GREEN , BLUE) EXPOSURE ***





430 *** SPECIFY COLOR
440 C$a> = 'REIV \ C* (2) =
' GREEN'
\ C ( 3) =
' BLUE'





















510 ! 'UEAD/RMD ADJUSTED '




540 FOR Pl=31 TO 60
550 *
560 GOSUB 1800
570 *** CALCULATE IDEAL MASK DEN IN SUBPROGRAM #1
530 *
5?'i READ G9 \ *** RECIPROCITY FAILURE CORRECTING FACTOR FOR CONTINUOUS TONE FILM
600 FOR 1=1 TO 3
610 FOR J=l TO 7
620 READ D(IJ) \ *** READ EAD FOR COLOR PATCHES OF SINGLE-FILTER MASKS





680 *** SIMULATE % CALCULATE RESULTS OF SPLIT-FILTER EXPOSURE
690 *
91
700 *** BE ST -FIT MASKS FINDING LOOP
710 X<N8)=A<Nj8) \ X ( N i 9 ) =A ( N * 9 >
720 *** SIMULATE SPLIT-FILTER EXP
730 FOR R=0 TO 1 STEP .05
740 FOR G=0 TO (1-R) STEP .05
750 B=.l-R-G
760 *
-70 :*** LOOP TO CAL . EAD FOR EACH COLOR PATCH
730 FOR Kl-i TO 7
790 F';Ni.Kl) = (R*Q(lHv.1. )+G*a<2jl<l)+B*Q(3Kl) )**C1/G9) \ *** CAL. REF. FOR EACH COLOR PATCH




S40 *** DO REGRESSION IN SUBPROGRAM #2
850 *
860 NEXT G \ NEXT R
870 *
880 *** ROUND DATA TO HUNDERED
890 W4=INT(W4*100+.5)/100 \ W5=INT (W5S100+ .5 ) /100 \ W6=INT C W6*100+ .5 ) /100
900 W7=INT(W7*1000+. 55/1000 \ W8=INT ( W8*1000+ .5) /1000 \ S6=INT ( 36*1000+ . 5) /1000
910 *
9 "i i i X
:'30 *** THIS IS THE OUTPUT SECTION OF MAIN PROGRAM
"40 W1=W1*100 \ W2=W2*100 \ W3=W3*100 \ ***W1W2?W3 ARE OF X SPLIT
950 ', II-* .*## .*## ### ### ### .*## .##*
!>:0 s USING 950 j '.PI -30) > M2 > 36 i Wl > W2? W3 j W7 > WS
970 IF Pl/5 <> INT(Pl/5) THEN 1000












1090 *** SUBPROGRAM #2 2ND ORDER POLINORMIAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS ***
1100 *** ***
1110 *** MATH MODEL Y-HEAD = A0+B0*X+C0*X*X ***
1120 *** A0CW4) .B0(U5) C0<W6) = COEFFICIENTS ***
1130 *** R2CW7) = R-SQUARE ***
1.140 *** S3(W8) = STANDARD ERROR ***
1150 *** S5 = ADJUST STANDARD ERROR ***
1160 *** FO = GAIN FACTOR FOR ADJUSTING STANDARD ERROR ***
1170 *** H = Y-HEAD < CALCULATED MASK DENSITY ) ***




1220 DIM H(39) *V(3j9) W<3>9>
1230 *
1240 *
J 50 *** CALCULATE SUM OF X :> X*X , X*X*Xj.X*X*X*X ?X*Y
, X*X*Y Y-BAR
1260 ***X1=SUM OF X, X2=SUM OF X**2> X3=SUM OF
X**3
1.270 ***X4=SUM OF X**4? X5=SUM OF X*Y> X6=SUM OF X**2*Y




X3i::: X X4:= X X15" ^ X6 = X Y1=, N Y2= X 9=0
1320 X1=X1+X(n'l)
1330 X2=X2 K','(N.L) )**2
1 3 4 0 X3 - *.3+ ( X ( N i L ) ) * *3
: 350 X4-X4+(X<NjD )**4
1 :>->: X5--X5+ i X < N * L ) *Y ( N L ) )
1 3 "'0 X6= <o+ ' X f N i. L ) **2* Y ( N , L ) )
1380 Y1=Y1+Y(NL>
1 3 90 Y2=
Y'
2+Y ( N : L ) **2
1*>00 NEXT L
1.410 r0= r'l/9 \ X0=Xl/9 \ *** CAL. MEAN OF XI X Yl
L430
fl-'=:9*(X2*X4''"X3*X3:i"'X1;*!<X:l->KX4-X3;l<X2)+x2*<Xl*X3-X2*X2) \ *** DETERMINANT OF MATRi:
1440 *** CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS A0B0,C0
1 450 mO= < Yl* ( X2*X4-X3*X3 ) -XI* ( X5*X4-X3*X6 > +X2* < X5*X3-X2*X6 ) ) /Zl
1460 B0=(9*<X5*X4-X3*X6)-Y1*<X1*X4-X3*X2)+X2*<X1*X6-X5*X2))/Z1
1 4 70 C0= < 9* (X2*X6~X5*X3 ) -XI * ( X 1 *X6~X5*X2 ) + Y 1 * ( X 1 *X3-X2*X'^ ) ) /Zl
I. 130 *
1-^0 !<** CAL. MASK DENSITY > STD . ERROR, ADJ. STD. ERROR, R-SQUTRE
1500 31=0 \ S2=0 \ S4=0
1510 ***S1=SUM 01- <Y HEAD-Y BAR^**2
1520 ***Y2=SUM OF Y**2
1330 :-:**S2==3UM OF (Y HEAD-Y)** 2
i.340 FO=M!. ':M1-M1*P1/100) \ *** CAL.. STANDARD ERROR ADJUSTING FACTOR
1530 FOR M=l TO 9
1560 M(NvM)^HMfBO*Xi:N!.M)+C0*X':NjM)*X(Ni.M) \ *** CAL. MASK DENSITY
1 5 70 S 1 =S 1 + ( H ( N 9 M ) - Y0 ) **2
i. 580 S2=S2K H < N . M ) - Y ( N iM)l **2
1 5 9 i.i S4=S4-f ', ( H ( N / M ) - Y
('
N , M ) ) *F0 ) **2
lo00 NEXT M
1,= 10 R::=31/'Y2--<Yl*Yl/9>) \ *** CAL. R-SQUARE
1620 S3=SQR(S2/<9~3)) \ *** CAL. STANDARD ERROR
1630 S5=S0R(S4/6) \ *** CAL. ADJUST STANDARD ERROR
L.-.4C *
1*30 ***T0 FIND BEST-FIT MASK THE LOWEST STD ERROR IS THE BEST-FIT
1660 IF B=l THEN 1680
I.O70 IF S3>WS THEN 1770
1630 W1=R \ W2=G \ W3=B \ X9=X0
1690 W4=A0 \ W5=B0 \ W6=C0
1.700 Ul"'-R2 \ W8=83 \ W9=R2-S3 \ S6=S5
17 10 K** Wl?W2yW3W4!/W5,.W6jW7,W8W9:.S6 DATA FOR BEST-FIT
1720 *
1730 FOR U=l TO 9








1820 *** SUBPROGRAM #1 CAL. REQUIRED MASK DENSITY ***
1330 *** ***
1840 *** A = EFFECTIVE ACTINIC DENSITY OF HALFTONE SEPARATION NEGATIVE ***
1350 *** K = IDEAL SEPARATION DENSITY ***
1860 *** Ml = WEAD, Ml = 1.50 ***
1870 *** M2 = UEAD ***






























































1.50 \ *** Ml
9>=M1, A<2,9) =
*
DIM A (3, 9) , K<39)
*
FOR 1=1 TO 3
FOR J=l TO 7
READ A(I,J) \ ***













































DATA .97, .11, .03.1







READ IN EAD OF COLOR PATCHES ON SEP. NEGATIVE
IS WEAD
Ml , A(3,9)=M1 \ *** ASSIGN WEAD TO EACH SEPARATION
IRED MASK DEN. FOR RED SEPARATION
CAL. UEAD
\*ID. SEP. DEN\* COLOR













^ K ( 1 , 6 ) =M2 \ *** RCM+Y)
\ K(1,8)=M2 \ *** UEAD
\ K<1,9)=M1 \ *** WEAD
MASK DEN FOR GREEN SEPARATION
\ K(2,2)=M1 \ *** M
\ K(2,4)=M1 \ *** B(C+M)
\ K(26)=M1 \ *** R<M+Y)
\ K(2,7)=M1 \ *** 3C(C+M+Y)
\ K<2,1)=M2 \ *** C
\ K<2,3)=M2 \ *** Y
\ K<2,5)=M2 \ *** G(C+Y)
\ K(2,8)=M2 \ *** UEAD
\ K<2,8)=M2 \ *** WEAD
MASK DEN. FOR BLUE SEPARATION
\ K<3,3)=M1 \ *** Y
\ K(3,5)=M1 \ *** G(C+Y)
S K(3,6)=M1 \ *** R<M+Y)
\ K<3,7)=M1 \ *** 3C(C+M+Y)
\ K<3,1)=M2 \ *** C
\ K(3,2)=M2 \ #** M
\ K<3,4)=M2 \ *** B(C+M>
\ K<3,8)=M2 \ *** UEAD





















120 *** PROGRAM NAME: SFMASK* ***
130 *** ***
140 *** THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS ! ***
150 *** <1) CALCULATE REQUIRED MASK DENSITY ***
160 *** (2) SIMULATE SPLIT-FILTER EXPOSURE AND PREDICT MASK DENSITY ***
170 *** RESULTING FROM VARIOUS PROPORTIONS OF SPLIT-FILTER EXP ***
180 *** (3) BUILT-IN SECOND ORDER POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS ***
190 *** <4> OUTPUT TABLE OF CALCULATING REQUIRED MASK DENSITY ***
200 *** <5) OUTPUT FINDINGS & DATA FOR OPTIMUM SPLIT-FILTER MASK ***
210 *** ***
220 *** ***






300 *** MAIN PROGRAM ***
310 *** ***
320 *** D = EAD OF SINGLE-FILTER MASK ***
330 *** Q = EFFECTIVE ACTINIC REFLECTANCE OF SINGLE-FILTER MASK ***
340 *** F = REFLECTANCE OF EACH COLOR PATCH ***
350 *** X = PREDICTED ACTINIC DENSITY FOR EACH COLOR PATCH OF MASK ***
360 *** Y = REQUIRED MASK DENSITY ***
370 *** G9 = RECIPROCITY FAILURE CORRECTING FACTOR ***
380 *** P = DELTA ***
390 *** R,G,B ARE OF RATIOS OF FILTER (RED, GREEN, BLUE) EXPOSURE ***




440 DIM D(3,9) ,F<3,7) ,Q<3,9) ,'X<3,9) ,Y(3,9),P(9) ,C$(3),T$(3)
450 *

















510 *** CALCULATE REQUIRED MASK DENSITY IN SUBPROGRAM #1
530 READ G9 \ *** RECIPROCITY FAILURE CORRECTING FACTOR FOR
CONTINUOUS TONE FILM
540 FOR 1=1 TO 3
550 FOR J=l TO 7
560 READ D<I,J) \ *** READ EAD OF SINGLE-FILTER
MASK




610 *** SIMULATE 8 CALCULATE RESULTS
OF SPLIT-FILTER EXP
630 *** BEST-FIT OF SPLIT-FILTER
MASKS FINDING LOOP
640 FOR N=l TO 3

































































*** SIMULATE SPLIT-FILTER EXPOSURE
FOR R=0 TO 1 STEP .05
FOR G=0 TO (1-R) STEP .05
B=l-R-G
*
*** LOOP TO CAL. EAD FOR EACH COLOR PATCH
FOR Kl=l TO 7
F<N,K1)=(R*Q(1,K1)+G*Q<2,K1)+B*Q(3,K1))**(1/G9) \ *** CAL. REF. FOR EACH COI OR PATCH




*** DO REGRESSION ANALYSIS IN SUBPROGRAM #2
*
NEXT G \ NEXT R
:K
*** CALCULATE DELTA AND ROUND DATA TO HUNDERED
FOR 0=1 TO 9
Y(N,0)=INT(Y(N,O)*100+.5)/l00
W(N,0)=INT(W(N,0)*100+,5)/100 \ V(N ,0 )=INT< V (N ,0 >*100+ .5 )/100
P(0)=Y(N.O)-W(N,0) \ *** P(0) IS DELTA
NEXT 0
W4=INT(W4*100+,5)/100 \ W5=INT( W5*100+ , 5 )/100 \ W6=INT ( W6*100+. 5 ) /100
W7=INT(W7*1000+.5)/1000 \ W8=INT ( W8*1000+ ,5)/1000 \ S6=INT (36*1000+ . 5) /1000
*
*** OUTPUT SECTION FOR MAIN PROGRAM
8'















































































1310 *** SUBPROGRAM #2 2ND ORDER POLINORMIAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS ***
1330 *** MATH MODEL Y-HEAD = A0+B0*X+C0*X*X ***
1340 *** A0CW4) ,B0(W5),C0(W6) = COEFFICIENTS ***
1350 *** R2(W7) = R-SQUARE ***
1360 *** S3(W8) = STANDARD ERROR ***
1370 *** S5 = ADJUST STANDARD ERROR ***
1380 *** FO = GAIN FACTOR FOR ADJUSTING STANDARD ERROR ***
1390 *** H = Y-HEAD < CALCULATED MASK DENSITY ) ***






1460 *** CALCULATE SUM OF X, X*X ,X*X*X , X*X*X*X, X*Y , X*X*Y , Y-BAR
1470 ***X1=SUM OF X, X2=SUM OF X**2, X3=SUM OF X**3
1480 ***X4=SUM OF X**4, X5=SUM OF X*Y, X6=SUM OF X**2*Y
1490 ***YO=YBAR, Y1=SUM OF Y
1500 *
1510 X1=0 \ X2=0 \ X3=0 \ X4=0 \ X5=0 \ X6=0 \ Y1=0 \ Y2=0 \ 09=0
1520 FOR L=l TO 9
1530 X1=X1+X(N,L.>
1540 X2=X2+(X(N,L) )**2







1620 Y0=Yl/9 \ X0=Xl/9 \ *** CAL. MEAN OF XI 8 Yl
1630 Z1=9*(X2*X4-X3*X3)-X1*(X1*X4-X3*X2)+X2*(X1*X3-X2*X2) \ *** DETERMINANT OF MATRIX
1640 *





1700 *** COMPUTE CAL, MASK DENSITY, STD. ERROR, ADJ. STD. ERROR, R-SQUARE
1710 S1=0 \ S2=0 \ S4=0
1720 ***S1=SUM OF (Y HEAD-Y BAR)**2
1730 ***Y2=SUM OF Y**2
1740 ***S2=SUM OF (Y HEAD-Y)**2
1750 F0=M1/(M1-L(N)*M1/100) \ *** CAL. STANDARD ERROR ADJUSTING FACTOR
1760 FOR M=l TO 9
1770 H<NM)=AO+BO*X(N,M)+CO*X(N,M)*X(NM> \ *** CAL. MASK DENSITY
1780 S1=S1+(I-KN,M)-Y0)**2
1790 S2=S2+(H(N,M)-Y(N,M) )**2
1800 S4=S4+( <H(N,M)-Y(N,M) )*F0)**2
1810 NEXT M
1820 R2=Sl/(Y2-(Yl*Yl/9)) \ *** CAL. R-SQUARE
1830 S3=SQR<S2/<9-3)> \ *** CAL. STANDARD ERROR
1840 S5=SQR<S4/6) \ *** CAL. ADJUST STANDARD ERROR
1850 %
I860 *** DETERMINE BEST-FIT MASK THE LOWEST STD ERROR IS THE BEST-FIT
98
1870 IF B=l THEN 1890
1.880 IF S3>W8 THEN 1970
1.390 W1=R \ W2=G \ W3=B \ X9=X0
1.900 W4=A0 \ W5=B0 \ W6=C0
1910 W7=R2 \ W8=S3 \ W9=R2-S3 \ S6=S5
1920 *** W1,W2,W3,W4,W5,W6,W7,W8,W9,S6 DATA FOR BEST-FIT
1930 *
1940 FOR U=l TO 9







2020 *** SUBPROGRAM #1 CAL. REQ MASK DENSITY % OUTPUT TABLE ***
2030 *** ***
2040 *** A = EFFECTIVE ACTINIC DENSITY OF HALFTONE SEPARATION NEGATIVE ***
2050 *** K = IDEAL SEPARATION DENSITY ***
2060 *** Ml = WEAD (WANTED EFFECTIVE ACTINIC DENSITY) ***
2070 *** M2 = UEAD (UNWANTED EFFECTIVE ACTINIC DENSITY) ***






2140 FOR 1=1 TO 3
2150 FOR J=l TO 7
2160 READ A(I,J) \ *** READ IN EAD OF SEPARATION NEGATIVE
2170 NEXT J \ NEXT I
2130 *




2210 A(1,9)=M1, A(2,9)=M1 , A(3,9)=M1 \ *** ASSIGN WEAD TO EACH SEPARATION
2220 *
2230 *** CALCULATE REQUIRED MASK DENSITY FOR RED SEPARATION
2240 M2=L(1)*M1/100 \ *** CAL. UEAD
2250 *
2260 *** REQ. MASK DEN \*ID. SEP. DEN\* COLOR
2270 *
2280 Y(1,1)=M1-A(1,1) \ K(1,1)=M1 \ *** C
2290 Y(1,4)=M1-A(1,4) \ K(1,4)=M1 \ *** B(C+M)
2300 Y(1,5)=M1-A(1,5) \ K(1,5)=M1 \ *** G(C+Y)
2310 Y(1,7)=M1-A<1,7) \ K(1,7)=M1 \ ***
3CCC+M+Y)
2320 Y(1,2)=M2-A(1,2) \ K(1,2)=M2 \ *** M
2330 Y(1,3)=M2-A(1,3) S K(1,3)=M2 \ *** Y
2340 Y(1,6)=M2-A(1,6) \ K(1,6)=M2 \ ***
R(M+Y)
2350 Y(1,8)=M2 \ K(1,8)=M2 \ ***
UEAD
2360 Y(1,9)=M1-M1 \ K(1,9)=M1
\ *** WEAD
2370 *
2380 *** CALCULATE REQUIRED MASK DEN.
FOR GREEN SEPRATION
2390 M2=L<2)*M1/100 \ *** CAL.
UEAD
2400 Y(2,2)=M1-A<2,2) \
K(2,2)=M1 \ *** M
2410 Y(24)=M1-A(2,4) \
K(2,4)=M1 \ *** B(C+M)
2420 Y(2,6)=M1-A(2,6) \
K(2,6)=M1 \ *** R(M+Y)
2430 Y(2,7)=M1-A(2,7) \
K(2,7)=M1 \ *** 3C(C+M+Y)
2440 Y(2,1)=M2-A(21) \
K(2,1)=M2 \ *** C
2450 Y(2,3)=M2-A(2,3> \
K(2,3)=M2 \ *** Y
2460 Y(2,5)=M2-A(2,5) \
K(2,5)=M2 \ *** G(C+Y)
2470 Y(2,8)=M2 ^
K(2,8)=M2 \ *** UEAD
2480 Y<2,9)=M1-M1 \
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OPTIMUM SPLIT-FILTER MASK FOR RED SEPARATION
(A)
MATH MODEL COEFFICIENTS R-SQ STD ERR ADJ STD ERF;
Y=A+B*X+C*X*X A= 0.76 -981 .040 .086
Y=RMD X=EAD B= -0.08
C= -0.28
(B)
OPTIMUM SPLIT-FILTER EXPOSURE RATIOS(%) RED : GREEN : BLUE
85 10 5
(C)
COLOR PT. SF:'LIT EXP. REQUIRED BEST-FIT *
S AIMPT. RESULT. EAD MASK DEN, MASK DEN. DELTA
C 0.74 0.53 0.55 -0.02




0 . 44 0.04
G(C+Y) 0,84 0,51 0.50 0.01
RCM+Y) 0.13




0.81 0 , 76 0 , 05
WEAD 1.50
0.00 0.02 -0.02
DELTA = (REQUIRED MASK
DEN.) - (BEST-FIT MASK DEN.)
103
Table 16
OPTIMUM SPLIT-FILTER MASK FOR GREEN SEPARATION
(A)
























































DELTA = (REQUIRED MASK
DEN.) - (BEST-FIT MASK DEN.)
104
Table 17
OPTIMUM SPLIT-FILTER MASK FOR BLUE SEPARATION
(A)
MATH MODEL COEFFICIENTS R-SQ STD ERR ADJ STD ERR
Y=A+B*X+C#X*X A= 0,42 , 330 ,076 .112
Y=RMD5 X=EAD B= -0,48
C= 0.14
(B)















































* DELTA = (REQUIRED MASK DEN,)
- (BEST-FIT MASK DEN,)
105
APPENDIX E
THE RIT/GARC COLOR SEPARATION GUIDE
106
COLOR SEPARATION GUIDE
4 -COL 3 -COL BLACK WHITE BLUE CYAN GREEN YEL RED MAG BLUE
Rochester Institute of Technology, GARC, Rochester, New York 14623
